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INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION OF JURISTS’ SUBMISSION TO THE UNIVERSAL PERIODIC
REVIEW OF MOLDOVA

Introduction
1.

The International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) welcomes this opportunity to
contribute to the Human Rights Council’s (HRC) Universal Periodic Review (UPR)
of Moldova.

The independence of the judiciary
2. The independence of the judiciary is essential to protection of human rights,
including the right to fair trial, the right to liberty, protection against torture and
other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, and the right to an effective remedy
for violations of human rights. It is protected under Article 14 ICCPR as part of the
right to a fair trial. The UN Human Rights Committee in its General Comment 32
affirms that the following elements are essential for a court or other tribunal to be
considered to meet the requirements of independence under Article 14 ICCPR: “…the
procedure and qualifications for the appointment of judges, and guarantees relating
to their security of tenure until a mandatory retirement age or the expiry of their
term of office, where such exist, the conditions governing promotion, transfer,
suspension and cessation of their functions, and the actual independence of the
judiciary from political interference by the executive branch and legislature.”i States
must enshrine such independence in law and ensure that judicial matters are
adjudicated independently and impartially.ii Self governance of the judiciary
guarantees and contributes to strengthening the independence of the judiciary and
the effective administration of justice.iii
3. The Moldova Constitution provides for judges to be independent in the exercise
of their functions.iv However, in practice the executive’s extensive influence over
judicial matters as well as the high level of corruption and perception of corruptionv
have undermined judicial independence in the country.
4. The Superior Council of Magistracy (SCM) is the main governing body of the
judiciary in charge of judicial appointments, evaluation of judicial performance,
promotions, inspection and disciplinary matters.vi The SCM is composed of 12
members, including, six judges elected by secret vote by the General Assembly of
Judges, three lay members (professors of law) appointed by the Parliament by a
majoritarian vote and three ex-officio members (the President of the Supreme Court
of Justice, the Minister of Justice and the Prosecutor General).vii The six members
who are judges are elected by the General Assembly of Judges from all levels of
judicial instances.viii
5. The ex-officio membership of the SCM of the Ministry of Justice and the
Prosecutor General necessarily constitutes an interference of these powers with the
independence of the judiciary.ix According to applicable international standards on
the independence of the judiciary, while a mixed composition of supreme Judicial
Council is permitted, judges should constitute the majority or a “substantial
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majority” of the Supreme Council of the Judiciary.x Furthermore, according to
international standards, there should be limitations on non-judicial membership of
the High Judicial Councils. In particular, members of the executive or law
enforcement representatives should not become members of Judicial Councils.xi
According to the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers,
“[j]udicial councils should include judges among its members. To avoid the risk of
corporatism and self-interest, the councils may also include lay members, for
example lawyers, law professors, jurists, Bar members, as well as individuals of
acknowledged reputation and experience. Active politicians and members of the
legislative or executive branches of power must not simultaneously serve on a
judicial council. The judicial members of a council should be elected by their peers
following methods guaranteeing the widest representation of the judiciary at all
levels. Certain members of a council, for example the President of the Supreme
Court, can be selected ex officio.”xii
6. Furthermore, the ex-officio membership of the President of the SCJ contributes
to the dominant hierarchical culture within the Moldovan judiciary.xiii In this
connection, it is apparent that some elements of the procedure of electing and
appointing the SCM members continues to impair the SCM’s ability to function as an
independent body. During its mission to the country, the ICJ was told by local
stakeholders that rather than playing an effective role of defending the
independence of the judiciary, institutionally and in respect of individual judges
the SCM has become an instrument of pressure on individual judges and a threat to
their independence.xiv
7.
A fundamental problem in the work of the SCM is lack of transparency.
Holding its meetings behind closed doors and failure of the SCM to provide reasoning
of decisions contributes to these concerns.xv
8. Judges are appointed by the President of the Republic of Moldova upon a
proposal submitted by the SCM, with the exception of the judges of the SCJ, who are
appointed by the Parliament.xvi The ICJ notes the persistence of a high level of
political pressure on judges in Moldova and the hierarchical judicial culture.xvii Among
other issues, the process of electing judges by their peers suffers from lack of
transparency.xviii The ICJ further notes examples of deadlock during the appointment
process for judges, when for example, the Parliament, in order to refuse an
appointment, simply failed take a decision, leaving the nomination pending.xix
Contrary to this practice, it is essential that decisions on appointment by the SCM be
publicly reasoned based on objective criteria and that Parliament be obliged to
accept the nomination if it has taken no action after a certain period of time.xx
9. According to international standards, the appointment of the judges to their
offices must be conducted in an independent manner and through transparent
procedures that are based on objective criteria, including skills, knowledge,
experience and integrity of the candidates.xxi In Moldova, the process for selecting
and appointing judges in Moldova does not provide for sufficient safeguards to
protect against undue interference.xxii There is reportedly a lack of proper reasoning
in the selection of candidates and discriminatory selection by the SCM.xxiii
10. As regards security of tenure during the judicial career, judges who are initially
appointed for a five-year term of office.xxiv After the expiration of the five-year term,
judges are appointed to this position until reaching the age limit fixed by the law.xxv
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The temporary (five-year) initial appointment period can have an adverse effect on
judicial independence and impartiality.xxvi There is enhanced potential for a judge to
be influenced by considerations extrinsic to the judicial function when the judge must
submit to what is an effective reappointment procedure.xxvii
11. The existence of corruption in different branches of the state power in Moldova,
including the judiciary, has been recognized at both national and international
levels.xxviii This is demonstrated for example in the reports by the SCM on the
appointment or promotion of the judges (judge candidates) with integrity issues and
the failure of the authorities to take adequate steps in respect of the corruption
claims raising doubts on the integrity of the judges.xxix
12. The disciplinary system for judges in Moldova is mainly regulated by Law no.
178 of 25 July 2014 on the Disciplinary Liability of Judges.xxx Decisions to dismiss
judges are made by the Disciplinary Board and subject to the review of the SCM and
to judicial review.xxxi Grounds of disciplinary proceedings against judges may
undermine their independence.xxxii For example, judges may be dismissed on
grounds of issuing a decision in breach of the law or of fundamental rights. This may
lead to disciplinary proceedings being triggered even before a final decision by the
last instance court is issued and may constitute undue pressure on the internal
independence of appellate judges, as well as the judge of first instance.xxxiii
Furthermore judges may be dismissed based on two negative evaluations
(insufficient qualification determined at two consecutive evaluations) or a failed
evaluation. Disciplinary proceedings should not be linked to evaluation assessments
and should relate only to disciplinary offences provided by international
standards.xxxiv

Recommendations
20. The ICJ therefore calls on the WG and the Council to make the following
recommendations to the Moldovan authorities concerning the independence of the
judiciary:
i. Take measures of reform in respect of the administration of justice with a view to
ending the undue interference of the executive with the judiciary, including in the
selection, appointment, promotion, transfer, secondment or any other aspects of the
management of the career of judges;
ii. Ensure that the SCM is independent from the executive, including by amending its
composition to ensure that it consists predominantly of judges appointed by the
judiciary itself, that it is pluralistic and competent to decide on all issues relating to
the functioning of the judiciary and is empowered to uphold the independence of the
judiciary;
iii. To strengthen the anti-corruption legal framework universally, consistently and
indiscriminately enforced to prevent corruption with regard to judges, notably to
prevent the appointment and promotion to judicial positions of candidates with
integrity risks.
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iv. In light of of the recommendations of the ICJ and other international bodies, to
improve the national law and the practice in line with the international standards on
independence of judiciary to ensure that the SCM fulfils its role as defender of the
independence of the judiciary and the rule of law in Moldova.
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